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Ir-JTRODUC'.rIOrJ 
11Iorld wide conflicts and confusir:>n accent.uated by the second World Har, 
placed the United States in a :por:,ition of world leadership. As a result., 
the people of the United States are £'aced with a tremendous responsibility •. 
'l'o ass-u.:"!le this responsibility they need to realize that within the last 
few years modern technology has brought people in all par·t.s of the world 
closer 'together. 11herefore, it is not, enough for any people to tbink of 
themselves as citizens o:f one country only, but it is necessary to recoe-
nize that everyone is really living in Jtone 1:1rorlda regardJ.ess of the nat,ion 
to which he belongs. .Not only must the people of the United States have 
concern for the well-being o:f their own country, but they rm1st also be con-
cerned about the welfare of all other countries. 
Its democratic system of government makes the United States well 
qual.i:fied for world leadership because the recoe;nition of the worth of 
every indi vidmtl and the brotherhood o:f man a.re Christian principles 'ifuieh 
are f'lmdamental to democratic society. People who have a sincere belief 
in the basic principles of den.10cracy automatically respect others. It is 
upon this principle that many of the objectives and much of the action tak-
ing place today is based. Forw.a.rd looking educational agencies throughout 
the nation are striving to tea.eh individuals to appreciate, respect and 
love their fellow man. Only when the people of the United States are will-
ing to respect the peoples of all other countries will this nation be able 
to assume effective world leadership. Because in a democracy the people 
1 
are responsible for the f,c>ve:rnment., they determine the conditions under 
which they live. Furthermo1"e, a democratic society provides the opportunity 
for every individual to develop to his fullest., capacity., This places upon 
2 
each individual in a domoeratie.society both rights .and responsibilities. In 
the opinion of the t'JTiter, those ideas aro exnrcssod effectively in a recent 
educa.tional publication., as illustrated by this quota.timu 
Democratic education teaches i;hrough experience that every privilege 
entails a corresponding duty, every authority a. responsibility, every 
responsibility an aecountine; to the group which granted the privilege 
or ao.t,hority.,,l 
Though for .many generations, people in these United States have been pro-
fezsing to live hy the principles of de::nocracy, the writer believes thB.t one 
need only read or hear the daily news to realize that the meaning of democracy 
is neither thoroughly understood nor practiced by a. large nrt,"!'!ber of citizens 
in this count!"'.;(. The increasing n.1.,mber of strikes brought on by constant eon-
flicts bet.ween capital and laho1·; the deceit, corruption ai,d extravagance 
practiced in politics; and the widespread umn.llingneso to favor the s~ 
civil liberties for all citizens are .only a fev, examples or unde-Hocratic 
,practices prevalent in the United States or frraeriea today. 
ilu.dge Sarah f. Hughes in a talk., on the Oklahoraa Agrim1ltural and 
1lechardcal College Campus, said: 
If"we practice democracy we must first, realize our reuponsibilities; 
second, participate .fully as a eit.izen in governmental affairs; third, 
strive to improve human character; and fourth, have faith in our fellow 
man.2 
American people will not be able to resist the many forces that con-
stantly seek to destroy the ideals o.f' democracy until they as a united group 
are aware of the values involved in a democratic government. They must like-
wise have a competent understanding of what is meant by democratic living and 
_then practice the principles of de:moeracy in their daily lives .. 
l Educational · Policies Commission, 11Learning ~ Ways ~ Democracy"., 
p. 37. 
2 Sarah T. Hughes •. Judge of Civil Courts of Appeals, Dallas, Texas. In 
a speech to National Unitarian Youth conference held on Oklahoma Agricultural 
and 1,lechanica.l College :Campus, S·tillwater, July 1948. 
3 
important. undcrtaldne • 
.Education for deJJnocrat,ic living must help individuals understand and 
accept their place in a world society. In the first place democracy has as 
its central purpos-e in education, the -welfare of all its people. It seeks to 
provide an equal educational opportunity for all and to promote an increasing 
social consciousness as suggested by the Progressive Education Committee in 
the !ollowi.:ng quotation: 
It is essential for each indi tldual: 
1. To have a sufficient number and varietc-y- of ex:periences to build 
a valid lmovrled.ge of Um phyi:d:c.sl ,Flcl cul turnl realities w"i th which 
he must deal. 
2. To develop a group of generalizations and attitudes about these 
phys:l.ca.1 aad miltu:ral realltie,1 which ,till lead him to G·nploy 
effective patterns of behavior. 
3. To understand and adhere to the values that are valid in the 
culti'.ll'e oi' 1Nhich ho is a part, and which, 1001-c toward the furtJmr 
evolution of society f'or the com«,on good. 
4. To have increasing freedom to direct his own behavior as his 
knowledge of realities inC!',%1.sesv 
5. To be given enough re,3ponslbili·ty in socially useful undertaki.ngs 
to insure an awareness of t,he interdependencG of persons in our 
society, tho vdllingn(~ss t,o Corry his share of the burden of social 
.responsibility and a sense of his own personal worth and significancE) 
as a human being a:n.d as an eff ect,i ve 11ember of the c1 l ture. 3 
Education which is founded on. such a f,mctional ::ind essential prograL1 
should 1:1oet the needs of ever;:f person as ho searches for D better way of 
livin.g so as ·to promote a happy porsonnl ru1c. r;rot:p life. Only as man 1'1.rorks 
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and shares with others in achieving common ends, does he grow and develop a 
distinctive personality. 'I'eachers should., therefore, become interested in 
the development and growth of each pupil. 'ro further this growth the teacher 
.should become acquainted with the background of her students, guide them to 
recognize and solve their problems, assist them to develop habits of sound 
thinking., provide them with the opportun.ity to work with others in groups 
for the good of all, and encourage them with their future undertakings. One 
experienced college teacher said: 
Iforking together intimately in small groups enables students tobecome 
better acquainted with each other, that it widens the area of common 
concern because each student is interested in the work of each other 
student as well as in his own work.4 
The duty of every teacher is to encourage and guide young people to be-
come aware of these needs tor ef:fecti1.re democratic living and to develop the 
desire to live a full and useful life. The writer agrees with the philosophy 
expressed in a recent education reference i"hich stat.es thatl 
Homemaldng, then, offers the opportunity to make daily living mean:ing-
i'ul and fulfilling, if through education f'or homemaking and through 
family counseling and guidance, we strengthen men and women in their 
search for the satinfaction and enrichinr: experiences of family 
i:: - .. -
living.=> 
This quotation points out that education i.'or home a.'!1d faxrily life can r,ake a 
:major contribution to education for democracy. Because the attitudes and, 
values of most il1di viduals are formed in the home and because the family is 
the basic unit of every modern democratic society, education for family 
living is vital to the continuation of democratic government. The writer 
believes that every teacher who develops his own curriculum and teaching 
procedures must clarify his own beliefs about democratic living and government 
1-" Millie V. Pearson., Group K"<periences .H!. Homemaking Classes, p. 68 
5 The Joint Committee on Curriculum Aspects. of Educatior1 for Home and 
Family Living. Family Living and Our Schools, pp. 25-26. 
and translate these beli,!tf;:J into practice. On1;1 11,hen he has done this is he 
able to help prepare the people for effective citizenship. For this i'-sas.cm 
the ,mter felt a need of expressing her thinking about these fu.1y1;,.rri:::ntal 
principles and as a result, hoped. to rn.ake this study a,s well as her ti:.,aching 
contribute more effectively to the general promotion and continu.i:rtion of 
democratic American ideals. 
f, • .)! 
Educators in their search for ef.:fecti ve vmys to prepa!'e young p~ople fo1"' 
democratic living, have experimented with many ideas and procedures in the 
subject matter fields. 'fhis includes the teachers of homemaking education who 
are also making an e.ffort to keep the curriculum an.cl the procedures used in 
their field up to date. In order to fit her 1rork more effecti,tely into the 
general program for educating for successful living,. tbe wr:U;er chose t-o st,u.ct, 
some aspect of the ho:me:ma.king education curricu.lum. 
lis a teacher counselor the writer has had the opport,u.ni ty to observe M.d 
to talk with teachers from all parts of the state of Oklahoma co!1ce.rning the 
problems they meet in their homemaking progra.ms.6 The writer believes that 
many of the Oklahoma homemaking teachers are confused in regard to the mea.ning 
of de:mocre.cy and the applicatio11 of democratic procedures to the:tr own el~.ss 
work. Thoy seem to be uncertafn about the desirable balanc.e bet,ween teacher 
guidance and the amount of freedom ·to give students in order to be de:t!meratic. 
Since the school is the 011ly organization that has for its chief purpose the 
development of well-rounded individuals, teachers should see that., the school 
f1mct.ions, not as o place where lip service is rendered, but as a real 
laboratory where true-t,o-life experiences can be had for boys and girls. 
Though the writer believea th8.t homemaki:ne teachers need to ena.lY'z;e both 
the co1Ttcnt. ancl the metb.ods ·:>f t.heir whol;z; progra1n t,o judge its effect~iveness, 
6 'teacher counselors are homemaldng teachers selected from small groups 
of teachers throughout t.he state to act as leaders i:n the particular groups. 
Some of t,heir respo.nsiliilities include finding out what -~:c,:whers feel are 
their needs, acting as chairman of any group meet:\ n~;s, to T?lan the 
state prot;ra.11:1 of work, to rnake decisions applyl.nc; ,,1J all of the tc,c:1chers in 
the st,ite, and working closely :with the state :ru.:J0::r-v-j_sory tJt.9.ff in meetine 
teacher and ochool needs. 
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she has limited this study to the 8uhjeet, co:n:ten:t in the area of cloth-
ing and textiles at the high school level. The reason for th:1~ emphasis on 
clot'hi.ng and tex·tiles was that she felt a special need for help and impro11e-
:me:nt in that area of her om1 program. 
Moreover, when tru..king and world-.ng wtth other teachers she found that. 
many of them, like herself, had dif'ficul t,y with the teaching of clothing and 
textiles. Some of the grea,test difficulties appeared to be centered in the 
following problems: 
l. What essential sub,ject matter should be taught in the diff.erent 
units of clothing and textiles :i.n each year of work in the total 
homemaking education progra.m? 
2. -!iiihat do experienced homemaking teachers think should be the 
grade placement, and logical sequence of difficulty for different 
problems in clothing and textiles subject mat,ter in order to pro-
mot1:3 effective learning? 
3. Cal'l teachers select sub,ject matter content to make ea.ch 
successive unit oi' study in clothing and textiles :progressively 
more advat1ced, ao that it will challenge students by providing 
new learning experiences? 
In the hope of contributing to the solution of the foregoing problems, 
the writer chose this study. As a result, the purpose of this study ~~.to 
~,. ~-••-•••' ---••-•-• r• • ·• ·.- ,,_ -<-, '~---· •--" ,,.-., ,~- •>">;,,~,.,, .•. ,. ~·- ~· -.--~.,·.~, -- • .-• • .,<,. .. • < 
de_!::mine the possible c.or1:tent., grade .. placement and. se,quence of subject 
mat,t,er in clothing and textiles in junior and senior high school homemaking 
education classes. 
To secure the inf'orma:i::,ion necessary for this study a careful analysis was 
made of t,exts and reference books in clothing and textilGs which are used in. 
the junior and senior high school hox:iomaking classes, recent, state courses of 
8 
problem, the writer de.cided that one of the most feasible methods for deter-
mining what should be taught in the different units of clothing and textiles 
in Oklahoma was to get the opinions of experienced teachers in the vocational 
homemaking programs of this state. Assuming that teachers would not know what 
was best taught on the different grade levels unless they had had experience 
in teaching them, only those teachers now working in .four year programs and 
those with several years of teaching experience were contacted. In order to 
obtain the thinking of these teachers about the subject matter to be included 
in clothing and textiles, its grade placement and sequence, the writer made a 
simple check sheet of the different subject matter problems arranged alpha-
betically in outline form.. This p1•eliminary check list was made on the basis 
cf her ,olG':1 experience and previous study •. 
lloreover, the writer tried to include subject matter which would make ) 
possible the attainment of certain fundamental goals in homemaking education. 
For this purpose the following goals were selected, from a recent government 
publication, on the basis of ideas especially applicable to the area of cloth-
ing and textiles: 
To help the individual to live a more useful and satisfying personal, 
family and community life. More specifically the objectives of home-
making education for all age groups are to help individuals to become 
better citizens through understanding and assuming responsibilities 
and privileges as members of the family and of the community. Make 
more efficient use of available resources through wise selection of 
clothing and equipment, through learning how to save money by construc-
tion and repair of tools and equipment---------- appreciate beauty 
which already exists in their environment and to make their homes, 
clothes and food more attractive---·----- Experience a sense of 
accomplishment through knowing how to do work well and through ac-
quiring skills and interests that enable them to express creative 
ability. 7 
1 United States Office of Education, Homemaking Education in Secondary 
Schools of the United States, p. 1. 
In order to dev~lop this trial check list into the ldnd of instrument 
desired, the opinions of several vocational homemaking teachers were secured, 
also those of college teachers of clothing and textiles and of edueation, 
mothers of homemaking studezJ:.8 and high school homemaking girls. Twenty-five 
of these people were asked to check each statement for corroet wording and to 
study the content of t, .. "le whole check list to see whether they thought any 
subject matter item should be added, revised or le~ out. 
The information and suggestions received were analyzed and used to im-
prove the preliminary- cheek list. The revised form with a letter of explan-
ation was mailed to a selected group of 75 homemaking teachers in Oklahoma.8,9 
These teachers were chosen from a list supplied by t,he State Department. of 
Home Economics ioucation. All of them were experienced teachers 3lld were em-
ployed. iu·public schools where a vocational homemaking education program was 
offered. The information from these teachers was tabulated and analyzed. 
8 See example of check list, pp 48-54. 
9 Seo example of letter, p. 47. 
9 
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This study was an attempt to determine the content, and sequence for sub-
ject matter of clothing and textiles in the high school homemaking education 
program. 1'he info:.""~:a.tion wa.s obtained by the use of a check sheet answered by 
60 experienced homemaking tea.eher.a in_ the state of Oklahoma.10 
The check sheet seemed to be an efficient method of securing data since 
it could. be answered quickly and the .findings could be tabulated more easily 
than opinions obtained by interviews or by questionnaire although it is 
r:ecognized that the scope of information secured was limited. For this reason, 
the results are restricted to the opinions of these teachers with regard to 
the essential subject matt.er to be taught, the grade in which it likely should 
be introduced or taught first and the sequence in which it was to be offered. 
The use of the check sheet demonstrated democratic procedure since it gave 
homemaking teachers in the public schools, who are most concerned with thia 
proble11yan opportunity to express their opinions about it. Moreover, the con-
clusions were based on the thinking of a majority, 50 per cent or more, of the 
60 teachers who answered the cheek list and were presented merely as sugges-
·tions to homemaking teachers-not a.6 a mandatory guide. 
On the basis o! the :majority opinion of these teachers, every item of 
subject- ;;iatter in clothing and textiles included in the check list was to be 
introduced or taught on some .£,,Tade .level in the high school homemaking 
curriculum. Of' tlm 227 different su.bject :matter problems included, 155 or 
68.3 per cent were checked by all t,he teachers and the remaininc;: 72 were each 
eheck€.>d by more than 50 per cent of them. This agreement With regard to the 
subject matter content seems to indicate that all of the problems included in 
the check list are cons:tdered essential by these teachers. 
10 See Appendix, pp 51-57. 
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( ThoU{!h the findings show remarkabl~ agreement nbout the content 0£ cloth-
ing and textiles courses, they reveal widespread disagreement among the srune 
teachers with regard to the grade in which the subject matter is to be intro-
duced or taught firs·c.) This is illustrated by the fact that for· only 78 or 
34.4 per cent of the 227 subject matter items did as many as 50 per cent of 
the teachers agree on the grade in which they were to be introduced. In only 
19 cases did as man.v as two-thirds of the teachers agree on the era.de place-
ment,. These same figures would apply to the sequence in which this subject 
matter is to be offered because here the sequence was deter-mined by the grade 
placement teachers made of the- various items. 
A sign of further disagre~ment is :round in the :fact that;;''i28 or 56. h per 
cent of the i~ms wore ehecked:by these teachers to be introduced on five or 
more different grade levels. (ln not a single ease did all teachers agrse on 
the grade in which a certain s1Jbject matter problem was to be placed.} For .~: 
only 26 or 11.5 per cent of the items was the grade placement limited to as 
£ew as three separate grade levels. This diversity of opinion with regard 
to grade placement is found in each of the seven major subject matter areas of 
clothing and textiles which were included in the check sheet. 11 This fact is 
clearly illustrated in the problem of' constructing collars where one teacher 
checks that eonvertible collars should be introduced in the eighth grade; 19 
in the ninth; 18 in the tenth; 17 in the eleventh; and tvm in the twelfth. 
1.Tany similar cases can be found in the tabulated results.12 '£he findings por-
tray somewhat greater divereence of opinion among these homemaking teachers 
with regard to the subject matter to be introduced in the senior high grades 
11 See Appendix, pp. 58-65. 
12 ~., pp. 58-65. 
12 
than for t,he junio:t· lo-:rel. For the 78 subjoct mat.ti:ar itcr.J.s on which 50 
per cont or more of tLeo, teachers agreed on 'i,he grade placement, Ii9 or 62. 8 per 
cent were i:ncluded in the junior high grades. Oa the twelfth grade level a 
t,hird of the teachers agreed on tht} grade pLace:ment of only 12 H,ems while in 
the seventh grade a third agreed on ho items./ 
In order to facilitate a closer analysis of the results of t,his s !;udy, 
·the 'l:,abula:i.ed findings a.re sepa.rated into the ,Jeven raajor di visions which were 
designated 'by Roman numerals in -~he original chock sheet. These included the 








Care and cleani:ng of clothing and household t,extiles. 
Construction processes. 
Equipment for sewing. 
Grooming and personal appearance in relation to clothing. 
Consumer problems in clothing and textiles. 
Use of sewing machine attachments. 
Variety of a:rt,icles to construct.. 
Table I, pa.ge 13, presents tabulat.ed reBults of the responses of 
6o teachers for the first part o:t t,his check sheet;. A careful review of 
tho result,s shown in this table reveals that the 1iajority o:f' "teachers seeia to 
'Delieve that, all 01' the subject rnat,ter items listed undel:' the care and clean-
i:ng of clothing and textiles should bo offered at some grade level in the 
junior and senior high school homemaking edncat,:'wn program. Only tln"'e,:;i, or 
five per cent, of t.he teachers omitt,ed two of the items--the cleaning of 
draperies and of rugs. One teacher omit,ted cleaning upholstered furniture. 
Presumably, these teachers did not considt.'9r these problems essent,ial, t,hough 
their reasons are not known since t,he check sheet did not provide for securing 
reasons from the teachorB for t.he opinions t,hey expressed. 
1f\Jido diversity of opinion can be observed wi tjh regard to the grade place-
ment of the different items •. Half of those items were placed in five or all 
six of the grade levels. In only two instances was ·t;he grade placement of any 
13 
item limited to three levels . For only three problems did 50 per cent or more 
ot the teachers agree on the grade placement. For these three, one halt of the 
teachers placed the study of mending, patching and darning in the ninth grade 
and doing the family laundry in the tenth; while tv10-thirds of them placed 
cleaning and polishing shoes in the seventh grade. 
TABLE I 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS CHECKING GRADE PLACEMENT OF SUBJECT MATTER 
ITEMS IN CARE AND CLEANING OF CLOTHING AND TEXTILES 
Total Num,-
Junior and Senior High ber of 
Subject Uatter Items School Grade levels Teachers 
7 8 9 10 11 12 Checking 
A. ending, patching. darning 13 11 30 2 4 60 
B. Cleanins draperies 2 5 15 22 13 57 
c. .Cleaning rugs 2 5 14 25 11 57 
D. Cleaning upholstered furniture 2 8 15 21 13 ~ E. Cleaning a.1.d polishing shoes 45 8 7 
F. Doing family laungrz 4 2 19 30 3 2 66 
G. Doing personal laundry 28 17 15 60 
H. Pressing 14 11 28 5 2 60 
I . Removing spots and stains 5 4 20 22 6 3 60 
J . Storing clothing properly 11 6 21 16 5 1 60 
Although the teachers showed no unanimity on the grade placement for a 
specific year, they showed considerable agreement in regard to the placement 
ot problems on the junior and the senior high school levels . When the number 
checking each item was totaled, it was found that according to this group of 
teachers certain subject matter items in this area definitely fall in one broad 
general grouping on either the junior or the senior high school. More than 
half of these teachers agreed on the placement according to high school level: 
Junior High School 
Seventh , Eighth , and Ninth Grades 
Mending, patching and darning 
Cleaning and polishing shoes 
Doing personal laundry 
Pressing 
Storing clothing properly 
Senior Hiph School 
Tenth , Eleventh* and Twelfth Grades 
Cleaning draperies 
Cleaning rugs 
Cleaning upholstered furnitur 
Doing family laundry 
Removing spots and stains 
J.'i'rom this listing, the individual who is experienced in dolnz these jobs. can 
see tha·t the teachers were eonsistent in placing the easier problems in the 
lower grades and the :more difficult problems in the advanced grades. This 
fa.ct raises the question, can teachers decide on one specific grade for the 
introduction of certain sub;ject :matter cont.ent and still make their program 
flexible enough to :meet the needs a.nd interests of different students? May 
ae;reement. in regard to the general level, ,junior or senior hiigh school, be as 
much uniformity as can be expected or even as can be considered desirable'.? 
Obviously these questions cannot be a:nswered without further study. 
The second section of ~!:i~--~~~cl{: 1i~t wa:'t macle tip._ o.f a listi11g _ ()f, clo~hing 
co~§.ctfl!t::_tion prpble1ns. ~d !}:r'-O['i?~~~§-• Tabula:hions of the opinions of these 60 
teachers regarding the grade plaeement of the items listed are :fo:ind in: Table 
II, p;..:tge 15. 0,..,11. analysis of the findings in this nrea revealed that a.gain the 
\~ 
majority oi' teachers considered cll the subject r:1atter items listed sufficiently 
important to include i.rt high school clothing and textiles nnit.s.) 'l'his is 
illustrat,cd by the :fact that every item was checked by 46 (76 .. 6 per cent) or 
more of the teachers. Moreover, 30 of the 67 items were checked by all the 
teachers leaving 37 which were omitted by from one to fourteen teachers. 
Approximately one third of the items omitted by one or more teachers are found 
in Section H, 11!!1!aking hand sewing stitches 11 • Four items listed under the last 
section entitled, tiRenoYating and remodeling'\ were omitted by from three to 
23 per cent of the teachers. The only item which was checked by fewer than 50 
or 82. 2 per cent of tho teachers was t.he re-styling of garments; it receli ved 
a total of 46 checks distributed through the four grade levels in which it 1vas 
cloth-
i:ng prices and 't.he recent style changes th.at outmoded many garments of good 
quality would appear to make a study of this problerJ particularly valuable at 
the present time. Again the question arises: v:ihy did fourteen teachers fail 
15 
to include this problem on any grade level? ay it be because they feel un-
prepared to teach it; consider it too much ork; have a personal dislike for 
it; believe that the students would not be interested, or are they not aware 
of current problems that affect the homemaking curriculum? 
TABLE II. 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS CHECKING GRADE PLACEMENT OF THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES 
Total Nwn-
Junior and Senior High ber or 
Suggested .Items or Subject atter School Grade Levels Teachers 
7 8 9 10 11 12 Checkinll 
A. Attaching fasteners and finish-
ing openings 
1. buttons ' 32 18 9 59 
2. bound buttonholes 12 33 6 h 55 
3. worked buttonholes , 3 2 25 22 2 2 56 
h. hooks and eyes I 17 19 21.! ff) ,. loops l 3 13 23 7 4 51 
1). dress plackets 1 7 L.6 6 00 
7. skirt plackets 7 19 27 5 2 to 
ts . snaps 1J 26 15 16 60 
9. zippers 6 li3 10 l &J 
B. ing of pockets 
1. set-in 
a. bound 2 19 25 11 57 
b. lapped 1 4 13 25 1L 57 
2. patch 1Ii 12 27 5 1 1 00 
· ~ 
c. Constructing collars 
1. convertible 1 3 19 18 17 2 fJ:) 
2. detached 1 2 9 25 19 2 '>B 
J. flat 1 6 28 18 3 1 117 
4. rolled 1 4 17 22 15 l ,SO 
D. Constructing seams I 1. fell or tailored 1 22 26 6 5 60 
2. French 4 13 2li 13 3 ~7 
J. decorative 8 23 18 6 i,r; 
4. lapped 6 20 21 lO 2 1,9 
5. plain lili lO 6 tlJ 
E. Constructing Sleeves 
l. set-in sleeves without 
fullness 2 8 .36 12 l l fJ:) 
2. set-in sleeve with fullness 2 1 28 23 to 
(Table II Continued on Page 16) 
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TABLE II, Continued 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS CHECKING GRADE PLACEMENT OF THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES 
Total Num-
Junior and Senior High ber of 
Suggested Items of Subject Matter School Grade Levels Teachers 
7 8 9 10 11 12 Checkine 
3. cap sleeve 3 19 35 3 f:o 
l4-. kimona (extended shoulder) 11 19 lt3 7 2 57 
? e raglsn l 5 20 21 8 ;5 
b. two piece tailored sleeve 9 26 20 55 
1. shirt sleeve with cuff 5 1h 17 20 sti 
F. Finishing edges I 
1. bindiM 3 10 26 15 2 3 59 
2. hems 
a. faced or false 2 6 32 11 8 1 ti) 
b. curved 5 23 26 5 1 ff) 
c. straie::ht 27 J.7 l~ 2 I 00 
d. rolled 7 6 lB 20 8 56 
3. facing 1 12 l!J 2 2 60 
. 4.· bands 7 1h 2B 7 l 3 ff) 
s. mitered corners L 2 15 21 11 7 (i) 
6. seam finishes 
a . bound 2 1 11 17 16 9 56 
b. edge stitched 6 22 22 Ii l s; 
c. Pinked 26 19 15 fl) 
d. overcast l 17 26 3 l 1 li9 
G. Providing for fullness 
1. making darts 6 25 28 l f:o 
2. easiM in fullness 3 10 39 8 (:() 
3. pleating 
a. box 2 21 30 7 60 
b. inverted 2 17 31 7 57 
4. tucldru! 1 13 25 15 h 58 
5. gathE>r im!' 1L. 22 19 2 3 tJJ 
6. smockirur 1 l 7 15 26 10 59 
1. shirring 13 lB 15 7 53 -a. mi tared corners 3 1 13 lB l.h 11 (:{) 
H. Ma.king of stitches 
1. backstitch 21 8 19 5 1 54 
2. bastine: stitch hlt 9 7 (:{) 
J. blanket stitch 21 13 16 2 52 
4. buttonhole stitch 12 11 31 4 l 1 ' - ff) ;. catch stitch . 9 9 15 16 u 3 &;6 
6. crochet 6 7 9 1h 16 4 i;o 
1. embroidery 25 16 10 2 2 1,5 
Cl . knitting: J 3 17 11 11 7 52 
(Table II Continued on Page 17) 
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TABLE II, Continued 
NOlmEll OF TEACHEaS CHECKING GRADE PLACEMENT OF THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES 
fotal Num-
Junior and Senior High be?" of 
Suggested Items .of Subject Matter School Grade Levels Teachers 
7 8 9 10 ll 12 Checkimz 
9. tailor's tacks 9 11 18 91 4 5 S6 
lO. overhanding 6 9 21 9 6 1 52 
ll. overcasting 1 lh 25 7 3 ·~6 
12. running stitches 37 llL 6 3 56 
13. slant hemm.; .... ,,. 5 16 22 .6 h 1,3 
]A. slip stitching tl 19 27 2 2 2 llO 
I. Renovating and remodeling 
l. making minor changes '2 l .31 18 s l 58 
2. remaking {simt>le) 1 9 33 1.3 2 ')l;j 
3. re-styliru? of garments l 7 30 18 lib 
4. cleaning and reblocking hats 2 12 40 ">LL 
The same widespread di££erenoes of npinion in regard to grade placement 
are portrayed in this area as were found in most other areas of the check 
list. Twenty-three of the 67 construction problems listed in this section 
were placed in six different grades; 15 in five; 15' in four, and E!'ight in 
. three. In only nineteen · instances did So per cent or more of the teachers 
· agree on the grade placement of items listed. Seven of these examples of 
majority agreement on grade placement were found on the senior hl.gh level 
and 12' on the junior high level. Forty-six teachers introduced the dress 
pla.ckot in the ninth grade. This is the instance in which the greatest num-
ber o.f teachers agreed on a specific grade placement, more than for any other 
problem in the entire list. On only seven of the 67 items did 100 per cent of 
the teachers cheek that the problems be introduced on a single general age 
level, either the junior high. or the senior high school. Even when the num-
bers of teachers checking are totaled, it is .found that there is little 
agreement in regard to the problems that should be introduced on either the 
junior high or the senior high level. This can be seen by the fa.ct that 
though a majority of the teachers may introduce a problem on one general 
level such as the junior high school., a conside:r:·able number, often as many as 
one third, have introduced the same problem on the high school level. From. 
these facts it is evident that there ~- be some confusion in the minds of 
the teachers. Certainly as a group they display lit.tl!~ d:Lfferentiation in 
their choice 0£ content for different grade levels £or almost every problem 
/ 
is introduced at every lev-el. (Are they not aware of the faet that there is a. 
range of.difficulty among these problems that needs to be considered in grade 
placement? ) Do they follow the policy of helping students to master .funda-
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mental skills before attacking an advanced or more difficult problem? Although 
the findings of this otudy shov.r these results .for the toachers B..,3 a group,·. the 
check sheet did not reveal to what extent the same thing may exist for each 
individual teacher•s program. Docs the teacher in cooperation 11dth her students 
and other interested people in the co:m..,.unity plan for some differentiation and 
gradation (}f content from the seventh through the tweli'th grades? "i.'Jhatever 
the reason for thiu ratlica.l variation of opinion, it does pose .a challenge to 
l 
interested educators. (Only when good teaching is dona can homemaking educa-
tion really help to promote effective personal development and £amily li£e. 
- Only when new problems of increasing difficulty suited to the age and the 
ability of' the students are introduced on each advanced grade level, will the 
work interest and challenge students to learn.) 
f!he teachers showed great,er general agreement on the grade pl.a-cement of 
'· 
problems in equipment for sewing than in any other are.a of clothing and tex-
tiles.} This similarity :i.n teacher opinion is seen in 'l'able III, page 19. 
fiez-e it will bo seen that .from 55 to 75 par cent, of t,h-e teachers agreed on 
the specific grade plaeemsnt o:t eight or 42 per eent of these items; however, 
all i:nst~T1::os of this :major agreement are found for proble.ms that are to be 
introduced in the sev<anth grade. In addition, the m.ajori·ty of teachers agreed 
on the problems that should be introduced m1 the junior high level as wall as 
those for the s nior high level. The only two cases in which the problems 
were checked for every grade level were for the selection, use and care of 
he arkers and the adjusting and repair of ironing boards. Further evidenc 
TABLE III. 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS CHECKING GRADE 
PLACEMENT OF PROBLEMS IN EQ IPMENT FOR SEWING 
Subject Matter Items 
A. Sel ecting, caring for and usin 
1. electric irons 
2. electric sewine: ma.chines 
3. ironirut boards 
4. pinking machine or pink-
inJ? scissors 
5. steam irons 
6. scissors 
7. treadle sewiru!' machines 
ts . small hand sewing equip-
ment 
a. hem ~au,ges 
b. needles 
c. · pins 
d. tape measures 
e . thimbles 
f . thread 
9. dress forms 
10. hem markers 
B. Adjusting and/or making 
minor repairs 
1. electric irons 
2. electric serine: machines 
J. treadle sewiruz machines 
4. ironing boards 
Junior and Senior High 
hool Grade Levels 
7 8 9 10 ll 12 
16 10 21 1 
33 10 17 
21 10 23 2 
l 19 23 1 3 
42 9 9 
31 lli 9 
I 
28 20 11 1 
WJ. 10 6 
l.15 10 5 
lJ..l lJ.l I) 
10 25 21 
11 
4 19 
1 6 20 
3 16 17 
2 l 1 
18 16 8 
12 ltl 10 
1.3 12 1 













of agree ent is noticeable in the fact that nine of these 19 proble s were .. 
placed entirely on either the junior or senior high level by one hundred per 
cent of the teachers. This degree of conformity of opinion is not found in 
any other area of subject matter included in this study. Usually a few 
checks aro scattered among the other grades even when the majority of 
teacher placed an ite on one of the levels. All the problems in the 
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selection, use and care of sewing equipment, with the exception of steam irons 
and dress forms, were introduced on the junior high level. en the other hand, 
all problems dealing with the adjustment and repair of equipment, except iron-
ing boards, were introduced on the senior high level. 'Ibis seems to be a 
logical division of problems when their difficulty is considered. The great-
est concurrence of opinion of the entire study is shown under item 8, small 
hand sewing equi:pment , mere fran 68. 2 to 75. 0 per cent of the teachers intro-
duced all these items, except one, in the seventh grade . Nevertheless, it is 
interesting to note that in spite of this unusual agreement, from 16.6 to 2.3.3 
per cent of the teachers checked the same problems for the eighth grade, and 
8.3 to 10. 3 per cent for the ninth. The writer believes that this variation 
may be at lea.st partially explained by the state ents of same teachers who 
said that they introduced these problems in matever grade they begin their 
homemaking education program. In Oklahoma ha:nemaking education may be started 
in the seventh, eighth, or ninth grade. A similar explanation may be given 
for the range of grade pl.a.cement among the three grades on the senior high 
level. Generally, teachers try to include same of the problems of the twelfth 
grade in the eleventh when the homemaking program does not include twelfth 
grade work. '!he same · policy may be followed on other grade levels. This may 
account .for the .fact, at least partially, that the aqjusting and making minor 
repairs of sewing equipnent were checked in the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and 
twelfth grades by cam.parable numbers of teachers. 
'J.be fact that steam irons were checked on the senior high level illus-
trates consistency among the teachers in grade pl.a.cement because they also 
checked the use of materials that would most likely be pressed with steam 
irons as being introduced on the senior high leve1.13 
13 See Table V, Section B-3, page 24 
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In spite of the fact that 1111us·11al examples of concurrence were pointed 
out in this section., exa:m.ples of variation in opinion are also evident.. Nine 
or h7.h per cent of the items :tn this area were onitted by a range of three to 
21 of the 60 tea.ehe:rs though al.1 items were included by a majority of them. 
The only problems which reoeivJd fewer than 53 checks was the selee:tion, use 
} 
and carl!l of dress forms. This ?item was checked by a total o.f 39 teachers; 
this is the smallest number .of teaehers.to check any item. Seemingly teachers 
consi~er this problem the least. important for high school home.making students 
of all items in the check list. Though this conclusion may be refuted hy the 
eomment.s of a .few teachers who stated that they did not use dress forms be-
cause they had no plaee to put them. This comment raises the possibility that 
some of the other items that. were omitted by several teachers tuay haire been 
o:mltted because teachers lacked facilities to teach them rather than because 
they considered t.ariem non-essential. 
The v1ay in which teachers checked the items in that section dealing with 
problems in grooming and personal appearance inakes a dif'ferEmt picture than 
that found in other sections. A comparison of the data included .in '!able IV, 
page 22, with that found in previous tables will show the reader -!:,,bat this is 
. the only area in which no problem was cheeked in all six grades. However, 
four, or one half of the items were ehecked in five grades., th.ree in four 
grades and one in t.hree grades. But in five of these cases only one teacher 
checked. the la.st grade. A majority or the teachers, or 84 per cent. plac;ed a.11 
of the problems o:f grooming and personal appearance in relation -to clothing on 
the ,junior high level.1 tpparently, they believe that thP- ymm~3er students are 
interested in their personal appearance and need to form habits of good groom-
ing early.: This is t:rue pa.rticulorly for principles of neatness and cleanli-
ness and for the relnt::i.on o:f clothing to health. Both of them were placed in 
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A. 2rinciples oi: :1ectne:::1s c1nd 
cleanliness 45 6 9 fJJ 
Apparently teachers believe that fftudents do not use make up, nor buy 
gr·ooming supplies and equipment until they reach the ninth grade, as over one-
half of the teachers checked these problems on this grade level. 'fhe f'act 
that only 46 of the 6o teaehers checked the safe and effective use of deodor-
ants em depilatories seems to indicate that some teachers believe this study 
not necer;sar,r for high school students. Again several ·teachers included the 
com.ment that they did not think that the usa of theso two cosmetics should be 
studied at, the same age level; that the study of deodorants should precede 
depilatories, but they give no reason .for their opinions. iThe majority of 
teachers introduced the study of suitability of clothing :for various occasions 
on the ninth grade level,. but there was no majority agreement about the grade 
placement of safe and effect,ive use of deodorants and depilatories, care and 
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use and storage of grooming supplies and equipment, and relation of clothing 
to health. 
The findings of Table V, the third longest list of items with a total of 
56, disclosed that all teacher s considered every item but one sufficiently 
im ortant to include in some gr ade in the homemaking education curr i cul um. 
The one i't,em, which was omitted by eight teachers, is the use of felt . Obser va-
tion l ed t he writer to believe that this fabric is not widely used in construc-
tion problems a.t school. {The fact that all teachers agreed on the need for 
including everyone of the items in this ection appears to show that they con-
sider consumer problems important in the teaching of cl othing and textiles. 
A. 
TABLE V. 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS CHECKING GRADE PLACEMENT OF CONSUMER PROBLEMS 
IN CLOTHING AND HOUSEHOLD TEXTILES 
~. - Tot al Num-
Junior and Senior High ber of 
Subject Matter Items School Grade Levels Teacher s 
7 a 9 10 11 12 Checking 
Selection 
1. patter n 
a. becomingness Md 
appr opriateness 7 17 34 2 00 
b. size 9 20 29 2 ti} 
c. sui ted to girls ability 8 19 31 2 60 
2. materi als with regard to ease 
of handling 
a. cotton (plain firm 
weave) 31 14 14 1 6o 
b. cot ton {other s) 2 16 28 12 2 ff) 
c . linen 3 15 32 9 1 ff) 
d. felt 1 4 9 5 20 13 52 
e . sil k and rayon 
1. .firm plain weave 2 13 34 11 00 
2. sheer l 10 31 .. 16 ff) 
3. crepe l. TO , 33 110 54 
4. t affeta i,.. 18 jO 8 ti) 
5. satin 3 0 3;l i~Q flJ 
f . velvet 5 15 40 . 00 • 
g . wool 4 ~la. 15 ./J f::IJ 
h. suede cloth 1 14 15 30 60 
i . embroidered and brocad-
ed fabri cs 8 23 29 ff) 
(Table V Continued on Page 24) 
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'!'.ABLE V. (Continued) 
S!L'S'>,nu;~"'"' CHf~CKrnG GPJrnTI: Pk\CE{II!:NT OF YVJs•,u1., .... u,n 
HJ CLOTHnm llND HousrmoLD TEXTILES 
., 
Junior a.nd Senior High 
Subject, Matter Items School Grade Levels 
1 8 9 10 11 12 
~ 
J. .materials and garments with 
regard to art. principles of 
color. design and line 
a. simple principles of 
appropriateness and 
becomingness of wear-
ing apparel 11 11 3h li 
b. study and application 
o.f art prineiples as 
to needs of other 
indi. vi duals 1 10 35 13 1 
B-.iying with regard to 
suitability, cost and ser-
viceabili ty of 
1. accessories 
a. belt 8 10 28 12 2 
b. hats 2 3 12 .31 io 2 
c. ornamei:rl;s 5 6 15 21 12 1 
d. 1;)urses 3 Lt H1 26 7 2 
e. shoes and hosiery 7 -· i 17 26 3 f. trimming -T 16 2tt .3 - - 7 2o 3 ~- handkerchiefs 15 9 n. gloves 3 .5 20 25 5 2 
2. household ·textiles 
a. carpets 2 lh 30 14 
b. cill'tains 3 16 26 1.5 
c. draperie.s 2 13 26 15 
d. linens (bed:) 7 19 20 14 
a. linens (kitchen} 5 - lc:J 13 19 5 f. rugs 12 29 19 
g. upholstery materials 9 31 20 
3. materials as to fiber 
content 
a. cotton 9 7 31 7 4 2 
b. linen 3 lo 29 1 3 
c. rs.yon 2 - 22 26 7 3 d. silk 1 12 29 15 3 
e. wool 14 21.i. 16 0 
f. other sl!!thetic _fibers 11 25 11 13 
4. :ready made garments 
a. coats and suits 2 l 12 20 18 1 
b. dresses (day time) 2 1 ltl 27 12 
c. dresses (evening and 
dinner) 2 2 lJ 34 9 

































TABL v. (Continued) 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS CHECKING GRADE P CEMENT OF CONSUMER PROBLEMS 
I CLOTHING AND HOUSEHOLD TEXTILES 
- Total Num-
Junior and Senior High ber of 
Subject atter Items School Grade Levels Teaohers 
7 8 9 10 11 12 Checking 
d. rain auoarel 2 7 31 10 10 (JJ 
e. sleeping wear 4 16 27 6 5 00 
r. underclothing 7 15 26 7 5 00 
Planning for clothing needs I l . use a clothing qudget for 
self 3 2 18 24 11 2 I 60 
2. keep a record of expendi-
tures for clothing 3 5 23 16 10 3 (JJ 
J . estimate economic value of 
making your own clothes 4 28 25 .3 6o 
4. assist with clothing budget 
for family and/or others 5 22 20 13 (i() 
Developing effective work 
habits in: 
1. maintainine: szood posture 41 10 9 60 
2. practicinp: safety 39 11 10 00 
3. planning and organization 21 lli 25 00 
4. using correct procedures 27 11 20 2 w 
s. eoooerating with others 33 13 14 tlJ 
6. providing healthful 
surroundings 33 13 14 fJ.) 
7. using time and enerl!V 26 13 17 l 3 00 
( The junior high level as indicated by these 6o teachers includes all 
problems related to the selection of patterns and developing good work habits 
this appears to show sound thinking since habits are more readily developed 
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when a person is young; it is also easier to form a good habit when the indivi-
dual starts a. new activity than to break a poor habit later. Besides, more 
successful work can be done in the advanced classes when good habits and work-
ing procedures are learned early in the homemaking education program. 1 The 
unanimous checking of all teachers for this part is a good indication that 
they recognize the need for studying the development of good habits . ) 
li1' 
/c:rhe junior high grades also received all the checkings for the use of 
\ 
cot·l:,on :material wit,h a plain firm weave in its relation to ease of handlingj 
26 
although other cotton materials llrere checked in a number of different, grad,-,Js. 
Thirty-two of the teachers checked linen in the tenth grade. The different 
kinds of silk and rayon materials received a large majority of checkl:ngs on 
the senior high level, as did velvet, wool, suede cloth, and embroidered and 
brocaded fabrics. The grade placement pf these fabrics correlates well with 
the kind of garments that would most. likely be made from them. 14 Tailored 
garments and dre.ssy apparel were also placed in the upper grades both from 
the viewpoint of buying and construction. In the buying of materials on the 
b~sis of their fiber content, cotton was the only one placed on the junior 
high level by a majority of teachers. At the same time Table VII shows that 
the simple garments which are usu.ally made ,;)f cotton were listed by a large 
number of teachers on the junior high level. 15 Linen, silk, v1ool, rayon and 
other synthetic fibers received more than half of the total checks on the 
senior high level.} 
/The study of the art principles of color, design and line applied to 
materials and garments was checked on four and five different levels. Still 
this part of l'able VI shows some majority agreement since over half of the 
teachers listed the simple principles of appropriateness and becomingness of 
wearing apparel on the ninth grade and the study and application of art prin-
' ciples as to the need of others on the tenth grarle,:1 
The buying of accessories; namely, belts, shoes and hosiery, and hand-
kerchief's was placed by more than half the tea.chers on the junior high level. 
14 5e0 Table VII, Section A-1, p. JO. 
15 Ibid n _~.,.;:.*£I 1.""'. 
In contrast, buying of hats, ornaments, ttinn;1ings, purses, and gloves, was 
placed on the senior high level by a similar number of teachers. Though the 
buying of ready-made garments such as coats and suits was introduced in all 
grades; it received the highest checkings, one-third of the total, in the 
tenth grade. Daytime dresses also received the highest cheekings in this 
grade, wbile evening and dinner uresses were placed in the eleventh grade. 
The bnyi'i~s o:f household textiles; such as T'c'i.GB, curtains, <lr,!tperies, kitch~i. 
a.nd berl linens, and uph.ohrl:;ery materials was placed on the smrl.<:>r hir;h level 
by most; of the teachers. 
Under ·t;he heading, !1Pla.nning for Clothing l~eedsn, much disai::::reement 
amone teachc1rs can be observed, even though all ·toache:rs included all items. 
Not a sine:le example of majority opinion is found. Purther:;--:ore, teacher 
opinion on. t,hree of thG.1 f.ou:r items i&i almost equally di v:i.ded between ,;:Junior 
and senior high. Would this indicate the w:;ed for more study in this at'ea? 
VJhen should students learn aoout these problems in their hor,1emaking cla21ses'i 
Though teac:hers di.splayed an awa."t'Pness of the need of these problems de.aling 
w:i th money management in rela'tion t,o clothing, they may hesi t2·te to introduce 
them when they are not sure about. t,he mos-!, opportun0 time for introdncing them. 
Here a.r;ain personal problems received the greater number of checks for 
the junior high grades while the family problems received tho -greatc,r nlli'llhm:• 
f'or the senior high. {Ttl.rough.out this study the teachers have consistently 
introduced :personal problems in the, lower gr2sdes and family probloms in the 
'\ 
upper gradc1s~) The reader will recall that in this section t.hc buyintI of 
personal ru:'·ticles was generally in.eluded in the first three grades while the 
buying of household textiles was emphasized for the laGt th.r00. Similar ex-
amples can be found in crther sections of the study. From a psycholog:i.ca.l 
viewpoint this placement appears to suit student, interests; the younger 
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students are usually most interested in themselves while the older ones be-
come mor concerned about others and begin to look fonrard to families of 
their own,) 
Table VI shows the way in which the 60 teachers reporting checked the 
grade placement of roblema dealing with the use of sewing machine attach-
ments. This is the only section of the check list in ich every item was 
checked by every teacher. · Obviously, all teacllers must consider teaching the 
TABLE VI. 
NUMBER OF CRERS CHECKING GRADE PLACEMENT OF THE PROBLEMS 
IN USE OF SEWING CHINE ATTACHMENTS 
I l'otal Num-Junior and Senior High ber of 
Subject atter Items School Grade Levels Teachers 
7 8 9 10 11 12 Checking 
A. Buttonhole 2 28 12 12 6 00 
B. Binder 6 26 22 4 60 
c. Hemmer 1 1 17 27 llt 00 
D. Ruffler l 12 30 lit 3 tO 
E. Tucker 7 29 17 7 60 
F. Cardine: foot 3 29 14 12 2 tO 
o. Stitchi.ru! guide lit 12 18 6 6 2 tO 
use of sewing machine attachments important in high school homem king educa-
tion. This is also the only section in which all items but one were placed on 
the senior high level by the majority of teachers. In spite of the fact that 
the teachers consider all of this subject matter 1m ortant, they disagreed 
about the exact grade placement for everyone of these problems. 'l'his is shown 
by the fact that there was great variation in the grade placement of all the 
problems. This diversity of opinion is clearly illustrated by the following 
listing of the grade placement of the teaching of the use of the stitching 
guide, 
Grade Nwubar of I'eachers Checkin.<I, 
-~ .,,.., __ .,._,._.-,,,,...;...ir--.... ,.-,, ... -- --·--·--~- ---
Sever:ttl1 ~1'la.de· •• u •.•... ~ -, • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • l4 
!!~ighth Or-a.de ~ •.. 6 • ., e oil ............ Q • • • • .• 12 
Ninth Grade • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 18 
TertGh Grade • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • F1 
1£.J.u·venth Grade • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • o 
Twelfth Grade •••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
teachers seemed to indicat,e ·t;hat "Ll1ey were 
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not f'amiliar wi.t,h th:Ls at.t,aclm1ent. In only one case di.d as m.any as half of the 
teachers agree on t,he grade placement; this is the use of t.he ruffler in ·the 
tenth grade. fiay teacher,;, :r,ot, he familiar with the use of these at,t,achments 
of use and the grade in ·which students could use 
them most, effectively'/ 'fo wliat mctent do teachers use these atta-c.hments in 
paee 30, discloses that out oft.he thirty items of subject 
1;1a.tt,3r list;ou, 2B were considered essential cm,struction proble1ns by 
tea.cherr; .. tlllro items noi: checked by all 'teachers were seD1i-ta.ilored coats 
a,nd ra,.yon or silk slips. Of the 52 teachers who checked semi-tailored coats, 
50 of 
checked the making of rayon or stlk slips. or t,his nuTciber 33 introduced this 
.:problem en 'the senior level., thoueh there is much ve;riatlon among the grades 
within this level. 
Of the 30 items list.ad in this area nine problems were checked V:r 50 per 
cent or 11ore of the teachers as clothing conr:itructi:m processes for jii.n.ior 
higi1 sch;)ol, t1hile eight. other proble.t!ts were selected by the sm:ie nu:mb,31~ of 
teachers for senior high school. '£his shows a higher per c;3nt of agremnent in 
regard to tho placement of proble:ms on both the junior and senior high levels 
than 1vithin any other section of this study. This table also shows that 17 or 
nu.mbe1° o.t' the ho items were introduced in the same 
JO 
grade by 50 per cent or more of the teachers. This is the second highest case 
of agree ent within the study. It is surpassed only by the section on groom-
ing and personal appearance in r lation to clothing, in which 62.5 per cent of 
the total number of items were placed in one grade by a majority of teachers. 
{May this exceptional agreement in regard to these problems indicate that 
teachers give more emphasis to clothing construction than to other related 
problems in their clothing and textiles work, and as a result are these more 
familiar with them? J 
A. 
TABLE VII. 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS CHECKING-GRADE PLACEMENT OF 
THE VARIETY OF ARTICLES TO CONSTRUCT 
Junior and Senior High 
Subject Matter Items School Grade Levels 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
Standard class problems 
1. clothing 
a. anron 44 10 6 
b. blouse dressy) 3 10 Th 12 1 
c. blouse tailored) 2 3h 16 5 3 
d. blouse Plain} 4 25 27 4 
e. children ' s clothiruz 5 3 15 22 15 
f. dress dressy} 4 20 18 18 
f;. dress simDle} 17 42 1 
h. dress 1 two piece) 1 1 13 39 5 1 
i. dress · evenim!:} 2 2 hli 12 
j. dress · tailored) 19 20 21 
k. coat (semi-tailored) 1 1 5 20 25 
1. housecoat 2 36 17 5 
m. infant clothing 1 l 19 lli 25 
n. ·acket (unlined} 1 3 30 13 h 
o. er kin 3 18 29 9 1 
p. ump er l 1 33 25 
Q. ni, ht~own 16 1h 26 1 3 
r. D8. a.mas (tailored) 1 2 19 28 9 i 
s. pa amas (simple} 17 36 5 2 
t. pinafore 3 21 33 2 1 
u. slacks or shorts (simple) l 7 25 19 5 3 
v. slacks or shorts 
(tailored) 1 l 3 32 14 9 
w. slips (cotton) 5 .33 19 .3 
x. slips ravon or silk} 1 8 17 13 3 






























TABLE VII, Continued 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS CHECKING GRADE PLACEMENT OF 
THE VARIETY OF ARTICLES TO CONSTRUCT 
Junior and Senior High 
Subject atter Item School Grade Levels 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
y. skirts 
1. four gored 5 14 33 6 2 
2. circular 5 28 23 2 2 
3. e:athered 9 29 17 3 1 1 
4. pleated 12 36 1 5 
5. six to twelve gore 12 26 17 5 
z. suits (semi-tailored) 5 28 27 
2. household furnishings 
a. bed spreads 3 14 29 14 
b. curtains ts lts 22 12 
c. draperies l 10 33 16 
d. pin cushions and 
pot holders 35 16 8 l 
e. rugs 2 tl J.7 27 6 
t. scarfs and place mats 22 12 20 ? 1 
g. slip covers 1 s 34 20 
h. table linens 4 11 l', 27 3 
1. towels and pillow cases 15 lil. 24 h 1 2 
j. wall haM'.iru?s 2 1 6 25 15 11 
dditional projects for those 
who finish early 
l. bean bu 38 15 6 1 
2. block printina 2 5 11 13 16 6 
3. bed .1aekets l 2 13 20 21 3 
4. chair sets 5 11 us 15 6 
5. mittens 2 5 '21 1h 7 3 
6. lapel pins 12 20 17 5 2 
1. scarfs 16 18 lts 6 2 
B. shoe bas?s 4 20 22 14 
9. shoulder covers 6 20 29 1 l l 
10. sliooers {.fel tJ l 4 21 13 10 5 
11. sliooers (cotton} 3 ts 20 16 4 
12. laundry b~s 15 lts 19 
lJ . covered harui:era tj 17 15 11 1 1 
lh. textile paintin~ 4 4 10 16 llt 4 
1.5. seguins 7 15 lts 12 
10. beading 1 1 6 10 21 12 
17. as$orted napkins (made 
from cotton scr!Esl 17 14 26 1 2 
18. handkerchief holders lo 11 23 1 
19. clothesoin baR 21 17 17 l 2 











































1 ~!\n analysis 0£ this table also i .. evcals an orderly, logical sequence of 
subject mtter. !n genel"al., the 't,eachera cheeked these probl9ms so that they 
t70Ulcl become gradually more difficult from the seventh 'th.rough the t~relfth 
grades.. This ean be demonS'!iratod by selGeting th~ gan."lents for eaeh grade 
that received the largest ntmber of checks. These virere: 
Aprons nith 44 :checks in the seventh grade .. 
Cotton slips tdth 33 ehecl<s in the eighth ~ade. 
Simple dresses u1"1th 42 checks in the ninth grade. 
Tt10-piec.e dresses vdth 39 cheeks in the tenth grade. 
Jwening dresses wi.+.h 44 checks in the eleventh grade • 
. Semi-tailored suits with 27 checks in the twelfth grade. 
Further study of· t..rii.S table portrays a tendency to introduce more items 
in the middle grades than in the seventh., eighth, and twelfth. Most people 
ivould probably agree that be~e students would ru.'tu.rally have to progress 
al.owly, for they cannot master fundamental in.formation and skills when they 
try to·learn too ma.ey new things at O..'le time. This also appµes tot.he eir)lth 
. C 
grade, though proba,bly to a lesser ex.tent. Hovrever, this is-·not true for the 
twelfth. May the fact that the study generally show·.s ·rewer problems intro-
duced on this level indicate that teachers believe that the advanced students 
shouldha.ve f ·eater freedom of choice; that they should not have man;y definite 
problems selected for them? Or does it mean that the tvrelfth grade. may not 
. I 
spend a.s .muc~ ti.me on the study of clothing and textiles as previous grad.es; 
that students may devote more time to other phases of homemaking education? 
The fact that not a single problem in this section 1rv·as introduced in the 
twelfth grade by a. majority of the teachers raises further q11eations. eb,ri.ously, 
students would find the work boring unless new and challenging problems are in-
eluded~ Since the problems tdrl.ch are indicated as twelfth grade are usually the 
more difficult ones that are appropriate for older students, the teachers appear 
to recognize the need. for a definite a,equence of difficulty for subject mat-
ter. Ho1.rever., the reader cannot alw,ys be m.tre of this sequence when so 
33 
many o:t the problems are checked in several o:l these six g:r·ad0s, and when only 
·three out. of the entire list were int,rodueed by a :raajority of' ·1:.eachers in the 
twelfth grade. 
Part B of Table VII, additional projects tor those who .finh.1h early, pre-
sents a striking difference from part, A. It oho,vs greater divergence 0£ 
opinion than a:rzy- other part of th0 ntud;v. Fifteen or 75 per cent of the items 
were omitted by two to 11· of the 60 teachers. Besides, only one grade place-
ment. was checked by a r-aajority of them, and only one it,em was placed by all 
the teaehers on either the senior or junior high level~ These -two isolated 
Cl,'l_ses of agreement were the making of bean bags which was introduced by a 
majority in the seventh grade, and laundry bags, introduced by a majority in 
the three junior high grad.es~ though the tabulation 0£ the opinions c.<f 
teachers on several items in this section showed that certain onef' were con-
sidered junior high school level, and. others as aenior high school level; it 
also showed that many items were placed on both levels. The writer believes 
that one would naturally expect difference of opinion for this section be-
ea.use it is not designed to include regular ·e1a.ss _work. It is reasonable to 
expect students who finish early to have greater than average skill, hence 
should have greater freedom in selecting extra. problems., More<.nrer j after hav-
ing finished minimum class requirements they l'll8W have a right to pursue their 
own interests as long as they do not interfere With the progress of the re-
mainder of the class.and the problem selected adds additional learning ex-
perienees. 
\ The fact that a majority of the t.eachers checked additional projects for 
those students who finish early suggests that they believe some kind of pro-
vision should be made for individual differences •. \ Since this study gave no 
further opportunity for teachers to show that they are alert to the students' 
intlividual needs, another study would have to be made in order to find out 
what other things teachers do to meet ·Uiese differences. 
The reader will remember that the check list used had a total of 227 
separate items. Throughout t.ri.is study items have been accepted as s11ggestions 
for certain grade placement '\",hen 50 per cent 01· i:;1ore of the tenche:rs agreed on 
whero they- should be introduced. Table VIII., pngc 35, gives nvid evidence of 
the fact that the nmnbe1° o:f grade plo.ceraents for items on whlch as many as 50 
teachers agreed was mnall indeed!. koreover ,. it ca11 be observed that only one 
of these were included in the eight,h grade, and that, t,he nurnber fo.r the 
twelfth grade is small. lli1ay this nean that in these grades little time is 
given to the teachifif? of' clot,hing and textiles, or may ·the teacher:'.'I nat bo 
aware of the fact that they haw little new material to offer on these levels'.? 
'fhis table also emphasi;i:1es t.hat there in li tt,le 1.mif orrid ty in regard to the 
clothing and textiles problems that are offered in the different homemaking 
education progra:ms of the sta:te. 611rel:Y, arr:rone whe a.t:;teEJ.pts t.o prep.::tre a 
study guide .for the state would be at a loss for suggested problems to include 
on each grade level, in order to develop a logical sequence of dlfficulty, if' 
he wants to rely on the majority opinion of t.hes0 sixty exper:tenced teachers. 
TABLE VIII 
SUBJECT MATTER CONTENT IN CLOTHIWO AND TEXTILES FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
, · BASED ON TEE OPIN'IONS OF' 50 PER CENT OR MORE OF THE 'l'EA!CHERS 
·~ 
--- ------_.__--------~----~-··----~-· --·----~ ------ -------~:,------------- ,}ra.da Levels 
'L_J __ ~ - __________ ,___ _ ____ Jt ____ _ __ 9 
I. Care and cleanine for_ elothin& and house1'old tex~. 
'Cleaning and polishing: shoes 





III. Equipment f2£ SewinCT• 
lroning t 7 ards 
Scissors 






IV.. Grooming and Personal Appearance in Rela.tion _~o ·Olothin~. 
Principles of neatness 
and. cleanliness 
Relation of clothing to health 
(Table VIII Continued on Page 36} 
][:ending, patching, darning 
Dress plackets 
Zippers 
Set-in sleeves Without :fullness 
Cap sleeves 
Faced or .false hems 
Fa.oings 
Easing in fu.llness 
Buttonhole stitch 
J.iaking minor changes 
Artistic use of make up 
Selection and buying of gr0oming 
supplies and equipment 




'fl\J3L~ VIII, Continued 
CONTJZNT IN CLO!'BING AND TIJ;X.TILES 1"00 JUtUOft HIGH ::;GHOOL 
OPINIOMS OF 50 CI:':l\!:'11 Oil MGi:'tE OF THE Tf:AGlDl:RS 
0 .. ....; ____ ,,---2,_ _______ _ 
0 ~-"*-_,_., _ __:7L_ _____ ~·-· -~~=· 
· !.•. Consumer Probl~ms ;in Olot~ing ~n,r.J~.9Af~ho:l;.q_Tc:::.::tiles. 
Cotton (plain firm v,1eave) 
Developing effectiv0 r11ork 
habits ir:!.J 
llb.intaining good posture 
Practicing safety 
Cooperating with crt.hers 
f'rovidi.11g healthful. 
surroundings 





Addit1=_onal Proje_g,ts fox• Thps.s ... Im2mfinish E,3.rj,;~r. 
Boan bag 
Selection of pattern as ·:tee) be-
comingness ruid appropri::i/:.eness 
SUited t,o girls• abilit;iT 
~""lng vr.i. th regard. :ma:t.Gl"'fa.ls 
(cotton) 
Re&,.d:y rrrJ.de garmonts (1"ait1 
apparel) 
Simple principles of ap)ro-
priateness and b3co..'llincD;1Ews 





"'' . ,, ( . . l . ,, .1:-a;yimas s1mp e 1 
Pinr::1fore 
Fou:i" gored skirt,s 
--~~------~ .... ~~--... ~~----~ ..... --~~~~--~~ ........ .-........ ~ .... ~ .... ~ ..... ~ ..... ,~--~~~--~--...,,~~~~~~~~----......._.___."_ .,....,.,m,,,,,, .... ~~ .... ----





II!ATTER O'J.£{i1fmT IN CLOTHING 
ON THE OPINIONS OF 50 
Continued 
f>ilNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
T";:.'i'}l J.L,.;,, 
<.:· 
~ '""-==--~"~' - e,,t.,= .,...,,....~--~"-,,.=-,·~-..~ -:::::===::,====-- Grade Levels ---~-, 
10 11 12 
-------------------·-------------~·~~"- ---- ~- --~-= ------.-,......-, ...-., --· 




Remaking ( s:!.mple p:ro blo111s) 
Re-styli.n:, f/:Jf g~rii:.entrJ 
V. Consuri1er· i'robler:s in Clothing and Household Textiles. 
17at.srialc;: with regard to eas~ . Silk and :rayon 
of handling l. Sheer 
1. Linen 2. Crepe 
2. Silk and !';\\TOn vdth 3. Taffeta 
plain firm weave 4. Sa tin 
Study and ap:)lication of art 
principles as t,o needs of 
ot.her inci.i v:idnals 
Buying t Buying: 
hats Carpets 




(evening and dinner) 
(Table VIII C.ont:inued on Page J8) 





TABLE VI[., Continued 
SUBJEC'r illLi\'I''rER CON'.rl:";NT IN CLO'.L'Hil'IG AND 1':E:X'l'ILE;S FOR SENIOR \fIGH SCHOOL 
BASED ON TEE OPHW)NS OF' 50 p,B;R cxr;NT OR OF' THJI: 
10 




Slacks or shorts (-tailored) 
Pleated skirts 
·~~~~~~~~~·----a-,.----,~~~~~~-· 
Dress ( eveni:ng) 
Draperies 
Slip CO"Tera 
• - __ ... -- t ---' 
~ -- ~ l .. " _ .. __ 
12. 




Each of the f orogoing tables emphasized t,he two m:d:,standing tendencies re-
vealod by this study; n~.111ely, 
A. A large majority of these 60 experienced homem..1.king teachers 
agreed on the subject, ma1;ter content of clothing and textiles in 
homemaking education in junior and senior high school. 
B. t An equally large mu:nber disagreed widely in regard to the 
specific grade i11 which eaeh of these subject matter problems 
should be introduced. 
/ 
/ 
/On the basis of the majority opinion of these 1;eache:rs, this study presents 
( an extensive and apparent,ly fai~ly eomplete list of subject matter problems 
\_ 
""t:nat are important in the study of clothing and textiles in high school. 
' ,l 
On the other hand, thi great divergence of opinion about the specific 
grade plaeen;:ent and the re$ulting sequence poses a number of questions for all 
interested educat,ors. ?!lay 'this divers:it.y in grade placement of the course con-
tent be necessary to provide for the ind:Lvidua.1 differences in abilities and 
needs among students? Would meeting these differences require a wide vari-
ation of sub,ject matter content on the same grade level among schools and even 
within courses of the same school? To what extent should students be free to 
s~lect course content in order to promote effective education for democratic 
living? T'fould a logical sequence of difficulty in the content of consecutive 
grades tend to promote effect1 ve learning since recent studies indictrte that 
"growth tends to follow an orderly pattern if conditions are such as to per-mi.t 
it'; Is it possible. to follow a similar orderly pattern of grade placement and 
sequence for the subject :matter content in clothing and textiles? And would 
perni t ·t.he use o:t democratic teaching procedi:tres which guide 
students in intelligent participation in pl1anning course content and learning 
experiences? 
40 
Though educators generally agree that democratic teaching methods demand 
student participation in selecting course content and procedures, few would 
advocate that students be free to select without guidance, Surel a careful 
choice of problems and experiences would facilitate teaching and promote 
learning. Moreover, the teacher needs to give the students the benefit of her 
richer background of education and experience through guiding their planning. 
The teaching of clothing and textiles is no exception; i t must also promote 
student development through the acquirement of skills as well as understand-
ings and appreciation t hat will result in chang d thinking habits. Hence 
class work in clothing and textiles should promote learning rather than merely 
help students to replenish their wardrobes. The idea that some planned con-
trol of course content and procedures is necessary for effective learning is 
supported by this quotation: 
Growing will occur in some fashion in any culture. Only one deliberately 
so organized will arrange the conditions and experiences, the materials 
and relationships, that are appropriate to the varying requirements of 
individuals at all stages of growing.lo 
Some experienced teachers believe that not only should there be some pro-
vision for definite content and sequence among classes but also that the 
number and variety of problems included in a unit of clothing and textiles should 
be definitely limited so that there will be time and opportunity for thorough 
teaching and learning. ) This theory was advocated in a recent article in a pro-
fessional magazine as illustrated by this quotation: 
"The· duplicate method, whereby all the girls in a class, particularly 
of the beginners, make either the same style garment or use not more 
than two or three patterns which are similar in style and the con-
struction processes involved is one way to speed learning and result:. ,l7 
16 Committee on Progressive Education, Progressive Education, Its Philosophy 
~ Challenge, p. 10. 
17 M. Francis Henry, "Modern Methods for the Clothing Teacher", What's Ne 
in Home Economics, (October, 1948) p. 51. -- - -
Even though the teacher migh'I, limi't cloth::Lw:; problems in one grade so as t.o 
introduce new problems and make theIB more advanced and more difficult in the 
following grades, the students can still use their own initiative. 'l'here is 
alwa:-,1a ample opportunity for choice and individuality in color, fabric, design, 
and trimming. Besides there i:3 the problem of fond.ns good work ha,b:l ts and 
learning efficient se-wing techniques. Presumably, limiting the variety 0£ 
problems in clothing classes should help studants .9.cquire essential skills. 
The writer believes the findings give some indication that the 6o t,eaehers 
would agree to this limiting, at least to some extent, because by designating 
definite subject m~:t;ter for differen~ levels they have antomatically reduced 
the variety of problems to be included in a..r1,y one grade. They have also de-
veloped a definite sequence of subject matter from one grade to the next .• J 
In spi t.e of the fact, tha.t limiting the variety of problems may keep some 
students from ce.rrying out their own ideas, the practice need not be unde:mo-
era.tic. After all, democrac:y docs not :m.eari. that every person can always 
pursue his own ide~s; he h,lS to work with others so as to give to all the 
greatest benefit. As a result he must frequently sacrifice his own i;,ersonal 
interest for the sake of 'the group. The Prog-l"'essive II:ducation Associa.tion 
accepted this fact in the statement: 
......... another truism appears whenever the operation of individual 
i.i-itelligencl?. is perwitted wlt,hin a culture, ,Nit,h no external authority 
prescribing the limits within which it must operate, or ·t.he character 
of its findings, ·that culture stands a.brays in danger of' .frustration 
through confusion. 16 
'l'he sa:me is probably true of a class ·t.hat has inadequate teacher pre-plarming 
and guidance of content and procedures. 
Since the teachers introduced so many of the items on all of the six grades 
in junior and senior high school, does it mean that some of them may not be 
18 Committee on Progressive Education, 2£• cit. p. 13. 
· skilled enough in t,he techniqueo of clothing constructio.i1 and related problems 
to be aware of the. ra.1lge of difficulty among the dif fereiri; problems? :May they 
misinterpret the :aeaning o.f democratic procedures, or may they be so concerned 
with completins a problem and with its outward aspects that they fall to recog-
nize its "lfalu.e as to learnine experience? 
Do teachers really analyze and plan their entire program so that their 
thinking is not confused; so ·that thei· are sure of their goals and the pro-
cedures necessary to reach these goals? Or may the teachers not take seriously 
the need for completing one problem or attaining a skill before dropping it to 
begin a new one? The fact that several teachers stated that whenever an ad-
vanced grade was not of.fered., they ·tried to shift r;mch of th.9.t subject into a 
preceding gra,de may indic:ite this possibility., 
Many educational leaders believe that ho:memaklng teachers need to do a 
more thorough job in their teaching in genoral as well as to develop more 
skills. May the fact that the majority of teachers introduced many problems 
on all grades and often a larger mrniber f'or the lower grades than for the 
upper ones indicate that this is a possible explanation for this ;need for more 
thorough te!lttl:dnc;? rb\'10US1y1 Wh€il1 teachers try to crowd SO :many problems 
into one level of work., they cannot ·teach any of them well. A challenge deal-
ing w:H,h this problem was given to homemaking teachers during the Annual August 
Conference by the State Director of Vocational Education, when he asked, rrno 
tead1ers spread the cream too thin'? 019 His contention was that because home-
making -teachers try to cover so much material in their courses, especially 
during the begin..~ing years, they have inadequate time £or teaching the funda-
mental tech;;u.ques well.) 
19 J.P. Perky., ttFiomemaking Teachers Responsibilitiesn, Oklahoma .Agri-
cultural and .Mechanical College, (August, 1948). 
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The challenge, ·we 11eed 01' de'llc1loping greater skill in clothing and tex-
tiles, is also presented in a recent article in the Journal~~ Economics20 
in the following statement: 
The clothing teacher must be prepared to teach the buying of fabrics, 
. selection of pa:tterns, construction of garments made from different 
fabrics and those £actors which conttibu·t.e to efficiency in home sew-
ing. The teacher should learn methods first, then sew for herself so 
that she has ·~e skill to teach a skill. n 
Not on1y mus-17, teachers be skilled in the subject fft8,tter they teach, but they 
must also be skilled in plannitjg their program and in methods of teaching. To 
promote the kind of individuals that a democracy demands they must develop a 
I 
dynmnie, functioning program thiat challenges students. The;r must eliminate 
the confusion and haphazard teaching that, resiuts from an over-crowded curricu-
lum with similar problems on e;',ery level. This type of program will likely 
bore students and cause them td dislike the subject to such an extent that they 
will not use the few things they have learned. 
The fac·t that the instructions :tor the check list definitely asked 
teachers to check the one grade level on which they thought a problem should 
be introduced accounts tor the result that in no instance did more than 6o 
teachers check a single problem. This kept teachers from stating whether they 
thought the subject matter need be ta.ught on several grade levels. 'The writer 
assumed that when e.f.f'eetive. tea.ehing is done, the problem need be introduced 
in only one grade level; the nex't time it is presented it would be review of 
something taught previously. In this way teachers would be more likely to 
introduce some new problems on every grade level in order to interest and 
challenge students. 
One indication which led the writer to believe that many homemaking 
teachers are alrea<tr concerned with this problem is based on the request made 
20 Betty Lou Huston, 11Pertinent Problems in Clothing Conatruetionn, 
Journal of~ J!:eonomics., xnx, (September, 1948) ::,. 365. 
by a number of teachers who answered ·the check list,. These teachers expressed 
their interest in improving their programs by asking for a copy of the find-
ings of this study i11 order to learn more about t,he grade placement and subject. 
matter sequence in the area of clothing and textiles. Assuredly, this is a 
hopef'u.1 sign for progress, though further study must be done bef'ore any recom-
mendations can be made. Seemingly at the present, interested teachers should 
become more conscious of the extent and seriousness of the problem and of the 
urgent need of additional investigation and experimentation. 
It seems reasonable to believe tha.t good teaching will lead to more 
effective st,udent development~ 'l'herefore, these findings present a definite 
challenge to all high sehool homemaking teachers, as well as to college 
teachers who are il'J'orking i:n the areas of teacher education and of clothing and 
textiles. In a democratic country where all teachers have a. comparative free-
dom within· their subject matter fields, they 1m1st work constantly to improve 
their own programs. /certainly the findings of this study stress the need fo:." 
' l 
-., . .,, 
homemaking teachers to strive to select the most essential subject matter, 
introduce it at the most appropriate grade level, and in the proper logical 
sequence so that their area will make a worthy cont,I·ibution to the general 
\ 
educational efforts of the schools of this country. J 
"/ 
Aft~r Ct:U'0.ful considerc:ition ,::;f all th.G data secured through this study• the 
rrriter considers the follo·wing find:il1e-s most significant. 
'!be sixty selected e:&:pe:t"ienced home.making teachers of Oklahoma who teach 
eluded in this study should bG taught on sc.x;,ie grade level in hicJl school home-
m.c~ki.ng 1:;ducation classes. In only 78 Ol" 34.l+ per cent, of the 227 items· did a 
few toachers fail to ch0ck e'very item on some g;rade level.. f In only f'rire cases 
did fewer than 50 or ?3J •. 3 por cex1t of ·t:.heoc 60 teachers fail to include all of 
Thero was slightly greater 0.green.ent. a.m,::me these teachers -rd.th 1~ega.:rd to 
the pL.1.c8ment GU.hfoct 
'1 
LlD.'~t,or for tho Se"'llin1th, eighth Md ninth g;rades,. 
thaa .for i:,o.nth, elervel'.).th a:nd twelfth gx·adGs. This can b·" Q seen from ·i;.he 
fact that of the '78 items an v1lrl.ch there vm,o an 8..&;reerwnt b;y' 50 per cent or more 
of 't,he teacherG, 63 per cont '\:Jere included. in thG first three glC:'adet,. Of the 
238 C9..ses in which a third 01." more of the teachers agreed, 56 per cent, 1Nere 
again included on the 5unior high school level and 41+ per cent, on t,he senior 
high levol. 
A greater proportion of tho diff'eront 22'7 subject, .matter problemc of cloth-
last, throe. Of the i~ubject uiatt.er plae0d in the first three grades, personal 
oi' s-;1.bjGct m.atter in 
clothing and textiles. 
subject m.attcr problems did as many as per cent of these teachers agree in 
The diversity of' opinion am.ong tho si:n:t.;;r teachers is fu.rther illustrated 
bjr th~ fact that every subject ma't,t,er problt?,m vms eheckod to be introduced in 
at least throe difi'eren:t. 5Tade levels. In fact, 128 or 56.4- per cent of the 
~r27 it,ems 1,wre introduced in five or all siJr of the grade levels. For oU:ly 26 
or 11 per ee11t of the total items vm:;1 the ra.r1ge of g;rade pL1.eemont limited to 
three grades. This mear.r!; that all of th@so teachers int,roduced these 26 prob-
lems G:nti:rE(l;y' on the junior hit;ll or the senior high ,~ades. 
fact that a maj,Jrity of these taa.chors checked additional projec·cs for 
. <those atudent,s who finish oarl;ir SUff,f:;ests th:it teachers believe some kind of 
provision should be nmde for individual differences. 
In general, the problems 'fmich 'i:fere introduced by a majority of teachers 
on one g.1de level presented t\ fairly consiistent and logical f.:1eqmmce of 
difficulty from. one gracle to the other-from the seventh throug.~ the twelit,h. 
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APPENDIX 
July 28., 1948 
Dear Fellow Teacher: 
Someday the State Department of' Home Economies 
Education will be supervising the writing of a new· 
state course of study. Reali zing that it is diffi-
oul t to collect all the information needed to develop 
a good guide I decided to select a problem for my 
thesis that would assist in the collection of in-
fo:rma.tion with regard to the teaohing o.f clothing 
and textiles. 
In order to obtain this information I think 
it would be valuable to secure the opinions of 
experienced homemaking teachers in Oklahoma. Would 
you therefore please eheok the attached listing of 
things to be taught, showing; the specific grade 
levels in whieh you think they should be introduced. 
I would appreciate very much to have your 
return before the close of the August oonferenoe 
so that ! can finish my thesis by Movember. 
Sincerely. 
Lucille B. ~artin 
302 Mass. Avenue 
Cherokee, Oklahoma 
,o 
This is a cheok sheet prepared in an attempt to help determine the sub-
ject matter sequence in uni ts of clothing and textiles in junior and senior 
high school homemaking classes. Will you please place a check (/)in the 
space provided showing whioh grade level you think the subjeet matter should 
be introduced? 
SUBJECT MATTER OUT'LINE 
I. Care and cleaning of clothing and 
household textiles 
A. Mendin~. oatohin9:. da.rninl!: 
B. Cleaninp: draperies 
c. CleaninJZ: rugs 
D. Cleaning unholstered furniture 
E. Cleanine: and polishing shoes 
F. DoinJ!: family laundry 
G. Doing personal laundry 
H. Pres sine: 
r. Removing spots and stains 
J. Storine: clothine: properly 
II. Construction processes · 
A. Attaching fasteners and 
finishine: openine:s 
l. buttons 
2. bound buttonholes 
3. worked buttonholes 
4. hooks and eyes 
5. loops 
6. dress plackets 
7. skirt plackets 
8 . snaps 
9. zippers 
B. Making of pockets 









D. Constructing seams 





7 8 9 10 11 12 
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I• Renovatin~ and remode li ng 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1. making minor ohan~es 
2. remaking {simole~ 
3. re-styl ing of garments 
4. cleaning and reblooking hats -
III . Equipment for sewing 
A. Selecting, caring for and using 
1. electric irons 
2. electric sewing machines 
3. ironin~ boards -4. pinking I118.0hine or pinking 
soi ssors 
5 . steam irons 
6. scissors 
7. treadle sewing machines 
a. small hand sewing 
equimnent 
a. hem e;:au~es 
b . needles 
c. pins 
d. taue measures -
e . thimbles 
f . thread 
9. dress forms 
10. hem markers 
B. Adjusting and/or making 
minor repairs 
1. eleotrio irons 
2. electric sewing machines 
3. treadle sewing: machines 
4. ironing boards 
rv. Grooming and personal ap-pearanoe in 
relation to clothing 
A. Principles of neatness and 
cleanliness 
B. Artistic use of make up . 
c. Safe and effective use of 
deoderants and depilatories 
D. Selection and buying of grooming . 
supplies and equioment 
E. Care. use and storage of groom-
ing supplies and equipment 
F. Relation of clothing to posture 
G. Relation of olothin~ to health 
H. Suitability of clothing for ' . 
various occasions 




a.. beoomingneas and 
appronrla.teness 
b. size 
o. suited to drls ability 
2. materials with regs.rd to 
ease of 
a .. cotton (-plain f'irm weave) 
'b. cottcm (others) 
e. linen 
a.. felt 
e. silk and ravon 





h. suede cloth 
i • · embroidered and brocaded 
fabric.a 
3. materials and garments with 
regard to art prinoiples ot"'' 
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1 9 10 11 12 
. co!or, d_e Sif$n and li~~-- ---·-+----1-----1----1-----1----1 
a. simple principles O·f 
appropriateness and 
beeomingness of wearing 
apparel 
b. study and application of 
art principles as to 
needs of other individuals 
B. Buying with regard to suitability 






e. shoes and. hosiery 
:f:"' trimming 
~· ha.ndkerohief's 
h. · 151oves 
2. household textile.a 
a. carpets 
b. curtains 
c •. draperies .:!• linens-(r.b-a-=d~~------·-+·--+---1----1---1---·+--l 
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7 9 10 11 
e,. linens (kitchen) 
·" rueas J. • - upholstery -materials g. 





e .. wool 
f. other svnthetio fibers 
4. ready made g:ar:ments 
a. coats and suits 
b. dresses (day tima) 
c. dresses {evening and 
dinner) 
d. rain apparel . 
e. sleeping wear -f. underolothine: 
c. Plannini:i: .for olothin~ needs --
1. use a clothing; budget for 
self 
2. keep a record. of expe:ridi-
tures for clothing --
3. estimate eoonomic value of 
makini;; your own clothes 
4. assist with clothing budget 
for family and/or others 
I 
D. Developing effective vmrk 
habits in: 
l. maintaini:n11: l'!ood posture 
2. :praoti oinfi safet;y 
3. planning and or5a.nization 
4, usine eorreot procedures ----5. cooperating; with others --· 6. providing healthful 
---1?2.!roundinfiis -= -
1. using time and enerr•v ~ .,.Ov-.. _ 
VI. lise of sewing machine attachments: 
A. :Buttonhole 
""""· 
B .. Hinder 
... -... - -c. Hemm.er __,----· - " n 
LJ •· Ruffler ' -·-·- -E. Tucker 
'. -?:"l Ji. Cordint<: foot 
G. Stitchi:nj£ €.jUide - -- :.-.,---. .- -·--
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VII. Variety of' art 5. d.e s to construct 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A. Standard class pro·-b-J-.e-~-.~--~~~~~--~~~~~ ...... ~~---~~~ 
B. 
1. cloth:i.~1 ...s[..._ _____ ~-------1----1-----+---1----1-----11---1 
:a. arzron - ---·-.a-----------·---..ii---....i b. blouse (dressy; 
c. blouse~ tailored) 
d. "blouse {plain) 
e. ohild:ren• s elo·bhing.: 
~--..;;....'----....-~~-..--~""'---~~t---~~1----~1--~~1-,~~1--~-·-+-~-11 
f. d:re_ns (.,..d_r_e_,s_s ..... ·~ .... r )--------~~----..._ ___________ .___. 
tr. dress (simple) 
h. d.ress {two piece 
i:_ dress ( eveni'j;_g) 
l• dress {tailored) 
k. e;oat ( semi-taHorad) 
1. houseooat 
;:--infant clothing~ 
11. jacket; (unlined) 
2-:__j e rkin 
:o. 1umper 
q. 11ii;:hts::own 
!..!.. pajamas ( tailored) , _ 
s_·~~E-a~j_a~m_a~_s_ ....... (s __ i_nt~?_l_e~)~~----~~---~1--~~f--~~1--~~i-.~~1-o-~ 
·c;. 1)inafore 
u. slacks or shorts (simple) -v-.~-c-l_a_o_k_s~o-r~s-h_o_r~t-s--~ ...... ~....-;F-~--11--~--.1--~--i---~.1--~-~~ 
=n_J~;ai 1 sirsid) 
w. slips (cotton) 
x. slins { raven or s:i.lk) 
y. skirts 
1. four r::ored 2. cirottiar -~---....-if----------...... __ _._ __ ...... __ , 
---....,...----------1......._--.. --------------· 3. g,athored 
4. pleated 
5. six to 'bNelva gore ----------""'-----11-~1----11---· _,_ __ _,__,_·---· 
z. suits {semi-tailored) 
2. household f'u1 .. ruahings 
a. bed spreads 
~~~~-"-~~~~~~-~~--~a--~----~~1~-~.....i~-~.......1---~--11--.-1 
b. eurtains ~~---~~~~~~~~--~~~---~~1..-~~1--~--'i.-~~l-s~--I-~ 
c. dranerios 
d. pincushions and pot 
holders 
e. rugs 
r. scurfs and place mats 
ls• slip oovars 
h. table linens 
. . 
i. towels and pillow cases ·-· J • wall hangings 
Addi tiona.1 projects for those 
who i'i:c.ish early 
1. bean baP: -2. block pr~nting; .. 
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E. C t ons ruo ti l ne:. s eeves 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1. set-in sleeves without full-
ness 
2. set- in sleeve with fullness 
3. oap sleeve 
4 ., kimona {extended shoulder) 
5. rae:l an 
6. two pieoe tailored sleeve 
7. shirt sleeve with ouff 
F. Finishing edges 
1. bindine:. 
2. hems 
a. faoed or fa l se 
b . curved 
c . strai,z:ht 
d . rolled 
3. fa cine: 
4 . bands 
5 . mitered corners 
6. seam f ini shes 
a . bound 
b. ede:e stitched 
c . pinked 
d. overcast 
G. Providing for fullness 
1 . makine:. darts 
2. easine:. in fullness 
3. pleating 
a. box 
b . inverted 
4. tuokin11: 
5. e:a the ring 
6. smocking 
7. shirring 
8 . rni tered corners 
H. Making of stitches 
l. backstitch 
2. bastine: sti toh 
3. b l anket stitch 
4 . buttonhole stitch 
5. catch stitch 
6 .• crochet 
7. embroiderv 
8. knitting 
9. tailorts tacks 
10. overhandin11; 
11. overoastine: 
12 . running: sti tohe s 
13 . slant hemming 
14. sliE stitohin{!i 
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7 8 9 10 11 12 
3. bed jackets 
4. chair sets 
6. mittens 
6. lapel pins 
7. scarfs 
8 . shoe bags 
9. shoulder covers 
10. sliooers (felt) 
11. slippers (cotton) 
12. laundry bal!: 
13. covered haru:ers 
14. textile paintine.: 
15. sequins 
16 • . beadinl!: 
17. assorted napkins (made 
from cotton sora ps) 
18. handkerchief holders 
19. clothespin bae.: 
20. hat rack 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS CHECKING GRAD PLACEMENT OF SUGGESTED 
SUBJECT MATTER CONTENT I N CLOTHI NG AND TEXTILES. 
Junior and Senior High 
Suggested Items of Subject Matter School Grade Levels 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
I. Care and cleaning of clothing and 
household textiles 
A. Mendirut. patching9 darning 13 11 .ll 2 4 
B. Cleaning draneries 2 5 15 22 13 
c. Cleaniruz rugs 2 5 14 25 11 
D. Cleaning upholstered furni-
ture 2 8 15 21 13 
E. Cleaniru? and polishirut h5 8 7 
F. Doing f amilv laundry 4 2 19 30 3 2 
a. Doing personal laundry 28 17 15 
H. Pres sin~ 14 11 2tl 5 2 
I. Removi!_!g sEots and stains 5 4 20 22 6 3 
J. Storiruz clothiruz properly 11 6 21 16 5 l 
II. Construction processes 
A. Attaching fasteners and 
finishiru? openings 
l. buttons 32 lB 9 
2. bound buttonholes 12 J3 6 4 
3. worked buttonholes 3 2 25 22 2 2 
~hooks and eyes 17 19 24 
5. loops 1 3 13 23 7 l.! 
6 . dress plackets 1 7 h6 6 
7. skirt plackets 7 19 27 5 2 
tl . snaps 26 l ts 10 
9. zippers 6 43 10 1 
B. Making of pockets 
1. set in 
a. bound 2 19 25 11 
b. lanned 1 4 13 25 li1 
2. patch 14 12 27 5 1 l 
c. Constructing collars 
1. convertible 1 3 19 18 17 2 
2. detachable l 2 9 25 19 2 
). flat l b 2ts lt.1 3 1 
4. rolled l 4 17 22 15 1 
D. Constructing seams 
1. fell or tailored 1 22 26 6 5 
2. French 4 13 24 13 3 
). decorative ts 23 us 6 
4. lapped 6 20 21 1.0 2 




































Suggested Items of Subject Matter Junior and Senior High ber of 
School Grade Levels Teachers 
7 8 9 10 11 12 Checking 
E. Constructing sleeves 
1. set-in sleeves wi thou.t 
fullness 2 8 36 12 l l 60 
2. set- in sleeve with full-
ness G 7 28 23 00 
3. cfii sleeve · 3 19 35 3 f:[) 
4. k - ona ~ ext.ended shoulder} 11 19 lB 7 2 57 
5. ra2lan 1 5 20 21 8 5'> 
6. two piece tailored sleeve 9 26 20 l:j 1 
7. shirt sleeve with cuff 5 14 17 20 So 
F. Finishing edges 
1. bindiruz 3 10 26 15 2 3 59 
2. hems 
a. faced or false 2 6 32 11 8 1 00 
b. curved 5 23 26 5 l ff} 
c. straight 27 17 13 2 1 ff} 
d. rolled 7 6 Hl 20 5 56 
-:3 . facing l 12 113 2 2 fl) 
4. bands 7 11.i 2B 7 l 3 tD 
5. mitered corners lr 2 15 21 11 7 60 
6. seam finishes 
a. bound 2 1 11 17 16 9 56 
b. edge stitched 6 22 22 lL l 55 
c. pinked - 20 19 15 60 
d. overcast l 17 26 3 1 1 49-
G. Providing for ful.lness 
l . making darts 6 25' 28 l 60 
2. easing in fullness 3 10 39 8 f,JJ -··-3. pleating 
a. box 2 21 30 7 00 
b. inverted 2 17 31 7 57 
4. tucking l 13 25 fS 1i 58 -
5. gathering 14 22 19 2 3 &J 
6. smocking 1 1 1 15 26 10 59 
1. shirrirui: 13 ltl 15 7 53 
ti . mitered corners 3 1 13 lB ll.t 11 60 
H. aking of stitches 
1. backstitch 21 8 19 5 l 54 
2. basting stitch 1.ili 9 7 ff} 
3. blanket stitch 21 13 16 2 52 
1 •• buttonhole stitch 12 11 31 4 1 1 tD 
';). catch stitch 9 9 15 16 h 3 56 
6. crochet 6 1 9 14 16 u 56 
1. embroide!:l 25 16 10 2 2 55 -
B. knittin2 3 3 17 11 11 7 52 -
60 
Total Num--
Suggested Items of Subject Matter Junior and Senior High ber of 
School Grade Levels Teachers 
1 8 9 10 11 12 Checkinsz 
9. tailor's tacks 9 11 16 9 h 5 56 
10. overhanding 6 9 21 9 0 1 -~2 
- I 
11. overci,.stin~ 1 lli 25 7 3 -5o 
12. runnin~ stitches 31 lli 6 3 6(5 
13. slant hemming 5 lt> 22 6 h 53 
14. slip stitching 8 19 27 2 2 2 {:/J 
r. Renovating and remodeling 
l. making minor changes 2 1 31 18 5 1 58 
2. remaking (simple) 1 9 33 13 2 56 
3. re-stylin~ of garments 1 1 JO 8 h6 
4. cleaning and reblock-
ing hats 2 12 40 54 
III. Equipment for sewing 
A. Selecting, caring for and 
using 
1. electric irons 26 10 18 3 57 
2. electric sewing machines 18 10 21 1 56 
3. ironing boards 33 10 17 00 -4. pinking machines or 
pinking scissors 21 10 23 2 56 
5. steam irons l 19 23 1 3 53 
6. scissors 42 9 9 {:/J 
r: treadle sewing machines 37 ll 9 ff) 
6. small hand sewing equip-. ment 
a. hem gauges 28 20 11 1 00 
b. needles lill 10 6 {:/J I 
c. oins 1.iS 10 5 ff) 
d. taoe measures hJ 14 5 ff) -
e . thimbles hl 14 5 {:/J 
r: thread 1i1 ll 5 {:/J 
9. dress forms 3 3 16 17 39 
10. hem markers 10 25 21 2 1 1 00 
B. Adjusting and/or making I 
minor repairs 
1. electric irons 11 18 16 8 53 
2. electric sewin~ machines lfi. 12 16 10 54 
3. treadle sewing machines 4 19 13 12 1 55 
4. ironin11: boards 1 6 20 7 -a ~ 53 - , 
I I IV. Grooming and personal appearance in relation to clothing 
A. Principles of neatness and I I cleanliness 45 6 9 00 
B. Artistic use of make uo 5 10 32 13 60 
.61 
Total Num-
Suggested Items or Subject Matter Junior and Senior High ber of 
School Grade Levels Teachers 
7 8 9 10 ll 12 CheckiM 
c. Safe .and effective use of 
deoderants and depilatories 20 13 8 5 46 
D. Selection and buying of 
grooming supplies and equip-
ment 8 10 31 10 1 60 
E. 'Care, use and storage of 
grooming supplies and equip-
ment 12 10 25 12 1 60 
F • . Relation of clothing to 
posture 25 14 16 4 1 60 
G. Relation of clothing to 
health 30 14 13 2 1 &J 
H. Suitability of clothing for 
various occasions 14 11 34 1 &J 
V. Consumer problems in clothing and 
household textiles · 
A. Selection 
1. · pattern 
a. becomingness and I 
annropriateness 7 17 34 2 &J 
b. size 9 20 29 2 00 I 
c. suited to girls 
ability 8 19 31 2 00 
2.,.. mat1:1rials with regard to _ 
ease of handling or 
sewing 
a. co~~on \piain iirm 
- weave) 31 14 14 l 00 
b. cotton (others} 2 16 25 12 2 00 
c. linen 3 15 32 9 1 60 
d. felt 1 4 9 5 20 13 52 
e. silk and r~on 
1. firm plain weave 2 13 34 11 00 
2. sheer .. 1 10 31 18 ti) 
3. creoe 1 10 33 10 5h 
4. taffeta 4 l ts 30 5 tfJ 
s. satin 3 6 31 20 ti) 
' 
r. velvet 5 15 40 60 
g . wool 4 34 15 7 tJJ 
h. su-ede cloth 1 14 15 30 00 
i. embroidered and brocad-
ed fabrics 8 23 29 cf) 
3. materials and garments wit! 
regard to art principles 
of color, design and line 
a. Sl.Illple pr1nc1p1es or 
appropriateness and be-
co:mingness of wearing 
aooarel 11 11 34 4 cO 
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Total Num-
Suggested Items of Subject Matter Junior and Senior High ber of 
School Grade Levels Teachers 
7 8 9 lO 11 12 Checkins: 
b. study and applica-
tion of art prin-
ciples as to needs 
of other indi-
vi duals l lO 35 13 l &.) 
B. Buying with regard to 
suitability, cost, and 
serviceability of 
1. accessories 
a. belts 8 10 28 12 2 60 
b. hats 2 3 12 31 10 2 bO 
c. ornaments 5 6 15 21 12' l ff} 
d. Eurses 3 L 18 26 7 2 (:{) 
e . shoes and hosiery 7 7 17 26 3 a) 
f . trimmings h 9 16 28 3 ff) 
g. handkerchiefs 15 7 26 9 3 ff} 
h. ~loves 3 5 20 25 5 2 ff} 
2. household textiles 
a. carpets 2 14 30 lh to 
b. curtains 3 16 20 15 (:{) 
c. draperies 2 13 26 15 5'6 
d. linens (bed) 7 19 20 lh 60 
e. linens (kitchen} 5 ltl 13 19 5 60 
f. rugs 12 29 19 60 
E?.. ut>holster:v mate?'.ials 9 31 20 60 
3. materials as to fiber 
content 
a. cotton 9 7 31 7 li 2 ff) 
b. lir.en 3 18 29 7 3 60 
c. rayon 2 22 26 7 3 60 
d. silk l 12 29 15 3 60 
e . wool lli 2h 16 6 60 
f . other synthetic 
fibers 11 25 11 13 &.) 
4. reaqy made garments 
a. coats and suits 2 1 12 20 18 7 60 I b. dresses (day time) 2 1 18 27 12 . ·&.) 
c. dress~s (evening 
and dinner) 2 2 13 34 9 &.) 
d. rain annarel 2 7 31 10 10 cO 
e. sleepinS? wear li ltl 27 6 5 ff} 
f. underclothing 7 15 26 7 5 ff} 
'C. Planning for clothing needs 
1. use a clothing bud-
get for self 3 2 18 24 ll 2 tO 
2. keep a record of ex-
penditures for 
clothing 3 5 23 16 10 3 &.) 
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Suggested Items of Subject Matter Junior and Senior High be:r of 
School Grade Levels Teachers 
7 8 9 10 11 12 Checking 
~~~~~-~~~~---~~~--~~~~~--+-...-...... ---..~:.--.. ..... .....,,--~-'"~---~~.;....,__..,_--I 
esti2;1ate economic 3. 
value of making y;;ur 
own clothzs L 28 25 3 00 ------------------11------------·---·,c--"' :~~- ·=.,,,_,,,.,. assist ·rdt.h clo·thing 
b0ildget for fai:lily and/ 
or o t.hera 5 2? 20 13 60 ------------·--·=·=------·-----+-.. -~ .... ~ -~~-·- ·-
D. D0valoping 0ff,acti ve work 
habi t;:J in: 
l. maintaining good pos-
ture 41 10 9 60 
pr?,Ct~".iusaf~iM:-- 39- 111crA• -··--__ ...... _-:::::_-_....,.,.._60_. __ --· - ... ') C.. 
3 • planning and organi-
....-~z_a_t_~~~~-=··~--1~2_1~._.1_· _4,..__2_5 __ -1----....-~-------1--~6-~Q~~~ ..... 
h. using co:i'rEwt pro-
cGdures 
3. cooperating m.th 
otherri .,.--
o. proYid.'ing ~ · .. ·~ . 
ful c;u1oroundings .,...,~. _.,, __ 
7. usi:n;;; time and energ,r_ 
VI. Use of sewing machine) attach-
ments~ 
27 11 20 60 
33 13 lh 
33 13 14 60 
26 13 17 l J 6'J 
A. Buttonhole 2 26 12 12 6 60 
B. Bindro:;--- ,__ ---·---~-~--- - ~ 8 26 . 22 4 60 
VII. Variety of articles 't,o con-
struct 
A. St,~ndard class problems 
1. 
;:'!'. dress (siTimle) 17 Li.2 , 1 BJ 
~h_.__,,dr_._s_s~_Q_+(t_v_~J--'~)i_e~,c_e~-)~~-+--1-+ __ l"-+_1~3;-.-,.::;3~9,....,.......;5_,.~-.;,.l"--* ~(iJ-··~~--1 
i. dress ( ovcning) . , 2 2 44, 12 f:J) 
j. · dress ( tailored) 19 20 21 ('I.J 
:k:.::c-·_o:.!'.;.-._,+-"_. ::<""'s_ .. -e_ . .1-,_'TI:i:-:t-,_ri-._i:1~.o:jr:e:d:· :>:::::::::~1=.'""_-_-~-1~~:::-'_5_..._2_.0_1 .... 2 .... · ~- __ 52 __ _, 
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Total Nu.m-
Suggested Items of Subject Matter Junior and Senior High ber of 
Teachers 
7 8 9 10 11 12 Checkimz 
1. housecoat 2 36 17 ~ fiJ 
m. infant clothing 1 1 19 lli 25 00 
n. jacket (unlined) 1 3 30 13 4 51 
o • .1erkin 3 18 29 9 1 60 
p. jumoer 1 l 33 25 00 
q . night.r.i:own 16 14 26 1 3 00 
r. pajamas (tailored) l 2 19 28 9 1 00 
s. pajamas (simple) 17 36 5 2 00 
t. t>inafore 3 21 33 2 1 60 
u. slacks or shorts 
(simPle) 1 1 25 19 5 3 60 
v. slacks or shorts 
(tailored) 1 1 3 32 14 9 60 
w. slios (cotton) 5 33 19 3 (:/J 
x. slips (rayon or 
silk) 1 8 17 13 3 42 
y. skirts 
1. four gored 5 14 33 6 2 60 
2. circular 5 28 23 2 2 -66 
J. gathered 9 29 17 3 1 l 60 
4. pleated 12 36 7 5 to 
5. six to twelve 
gore 12 26 17 5 60 
z. suits (semi- ' 
tailored) 5 28 27 &) 
2. household furnishings 
a. bed spreads J 14 29 14 60 
b. curtains 8 18 22 12 00 
c. draperies 1 10 33 16 00 
d. pincushions and 
pot holders 35 16 8 1 60 
e. rugs 2 tl 17 27 6 60 
f . scarfs and place 
mats 22 12 20 5 1 60 
g . slip covers 1 5 Ju 20 fiJ 
h. table linens 4 11 15 27 3 fiJ 
1. towels and pillow 
cases 15 14 24 4 l 2 60 
.i . wall hangings 2 1 6 25 15 11 6o 
B. Additional projects for 
those who finish early 
1. bean bag 38 15 6 l 60 
2 . block printing 2 5 11 13 16 6 53 
3. bed .1 ackets 1 2 13 20 21 3 00 
4. chair sets 5 11 lH 15 6 Lj5 
5. mittens 2 5 21 1h 7 3 1.,2 
6. laoel oins 12 20 17 5 2 56 
1. scarfs 16 18 18 6 2 50 
65 
---· ·-=~ '.t'otal NruiiJ 
Suggested Items of Subject Matter Junior and Senior High ber of 
I 
School Grade Levels Teachers 
7 6 9 10 11 12 Checkimi: 
tl. shoe bags 4 20 22 lit bO 
9. shoulder covers 6 20 29 l 1 l 5tl 
10. sli:epers (felt) l 4, 21 13 10 5 5h 
11. sli;e;eers {cotton) H 3 5, 20 16 4 Sl 
12. laundry bag lS 18 19 52 -fl 
< . ·~17. --· 53- I 13. covered hanger:L_ 8 15 11 I 1 l 
14. textile painting 4 4 10 16 I lh 4 .52 -, 
15. sequins 7 15 lU 12 -E;2-·· -1 
16. beadim\ l l ·" 10 21 12 51 ! o, 17. assorted napkins 
(made from cotton 
scrapsl 17 14 26 l 2 i c{) 
18. handkerchief holders 16 11 23 l - '51 .... 
19. clothespin bag 21 17 17 1 2 !>ti 
'1 
20. hat rack 4 6 19 17 l 2 49 I -
Typed 
by 
Gl enna Y. Smith 
